The role of frequency versus informational cues in uncertain frequency detection.
The role of frequency and informational cues in the detection of tones of uncertain frequency was investigated using the probe-signal method [G.Z. Greenberg and W.D. Larkin, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 44, 1513-1523 (1968)] with auditory and visual test patterns. Patterns consisted of a sequence of events, either tones or visual stimuli, preceding the tone to be detected. Both frequency and informational cues were available in the auditory patterns, whereas only informational cues were available in the visual patterns. Results indicated that observers in the auditory condition displayed trial-by-trial selective attention to one or another frequency band as a function of the cues provided by earlier pattern components. In contrast, listeners in the visual condition displayed simultaneous attention to the two separate frequency bands that could possibly contain the tone, regardless of the information provided by the cues. Results are discussed in terms of single- and multiple-band models of attention.